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Abstract
The label-free detection of SARS-CoV-2 spike protein is demonstrated by using slightly tapered no-core fiber (ST-NCF) 
functionalized with ACE2. In the fabricated sensor head, abrupt changes in the mode-field diameter at the interfaces between 
single-mode fiber and no-core fiber excite multi-guided modes and facilitate multi-mode interference (MMI). Its slightly 
tapered region causes the MMI to be more sensitive to the refractive index (RI) modulation of the surrounding medium. The 
transmission minimum of the MMI spectrum was selected as a sensor indicator. The sensor surface was functionalized with 
ACE2 bioreceptors through the pretreatment process. The ACE2-immobilized ST-NCF sensor head was exposed to the sam-
ples of SARS-CoV-2 spike protein with concentrations ranging from 1 to  104 ng/mL. With increasing sample concentration, 
we observed that the indicator dip moved towards a longer wavelength region. The observed spectral shifts are attributed 
to localized RI modulations at the sensor surface, which are induced by selective bioaffinity binding between ACE2 and 
SARS-CoV-2 spike protein. Also, we confirmed the capability of the sensor head as an effective and simple optical probe 
for detecting antigen protein samples by applying saliva solution used as a measurement buffer. Moreover, we compared its 
detection sensitivity to SARS-CoV-2 and MERS-CoV spike protein to examine its cross-reactivity. In particular, we proved 
the reproducibility of the bioassay protocol adopted here by employing the ST-NCF sensor head reconstructed with ACE2. 
Our ST-NCF transducer is expected to be beneficially utilized as a low-cost and portable biosensing platform for the rapid 
detection of SARS-CoV-2 spike protein.
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Introduction

The genetic information of the new coronavirus of severe 
acute respiratory syndrome (SARS) was released to the 
world in January 2020. The World Health Organization 

termed the discovered novel virus severe acute respiratory 
syndrome coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2) [1–3]. Since the 
structure of the receptor-binding gene of SARS-CoV-2 was 
very similar to that of SARS-CoV, it was speculated that 
SARS-CoV-2 would use the same receptor as SARS-CoV 
when infiltrating cells, and in later studies, it was proved 
that SARS-CoV-2 also uses angiotensin-converting enzyme 
2 (ACE2) as the receptor [4–6]. In the case of other viruses, 
middle east respiratory syndrome coronavirus (MERS-CoV) 
and alpha coronavirus (Alpha-CoV) use dipeptidyl-pepti-
dase 4 (DPP4) and aminopeptidase N (APN) as their recep-
tors, respectively [7, 8]. Human coronavirus NL63 (HCoV-
NL63) can also utilize ACE2 but has a lower binding affinity 
compared to SARS-CoV [9]. Coronaviruses are spherical 
structures with a diameter of 80 to 125 nm and have a viral 
envelope derived from the plasma membrane of the host cell. 
The viral envelope consists of three viral structural proteins 
of spike protein (S), membrane protein (M), and envelope 
protein (E), and it contains a nucleocapsid protein in the 
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membrane. In particular, the spike protein of coronaviruses 
has been known to be essential for the virus to penetrate the 
cell by interacting with the receptor of the host cell [10, 11]. 
Surprisingly, some studies have reported that SARS-CoV-2 
spike protein has a greater binding affinity for ACE2 than 
SARS-CoV spike protein. SARS-CoV-2 mutants may rein-
force the interaction between SARS-CoV-2 spike protein 
and ACE2. Real-time polymerase chain reaction (RT-PCR) 
is a gold-standard method because of its high selectivity 
and sensitivity for the detection of COVID-19 infection 
[12]. Due to the false-negative results of RT-PCR, there has 
been an increasing interest in the biosensor as an alternative 
and first test [13–20]. Recently, it was found that SARS-
CoV-2 spike protein could bind with human ACE2 protein 
in a functional ELISA assay. Qiu et al. demonstrated a dual-
functional localized surface plasmon resonance (LSPR) bio-
sensor in combination with a plasmonic photothermal (PPT) 
effect, showing sensitivity to SARS-CoV-2 viral nucleic acid 
with a limit of detection (LOD) of 0.22 pM [15]. For rapid 
diagnosis of SARS-CoV-2 spike protein, Seo et al. reported 
graphene-based field-effect transistor biosensors function-
alized with SARS-CoV-2 spike antibody and achieved an 
LOD of 1.6 ×  101 pfu/mL in culture medium and an LOD of 
2.42 ×  102 copies/mL in clinical samples, respectively [16]. 
More recently, Raziq et al. proposed an electrochemical 
biosensor integrated with molecularly imprinted polymers 
capable of detection of SARS-CoV-2 nucleoprotein [19], 
which showed a linear response in detecting SARS-CoV-2 
protein with an LOD of 15 fM.

Specifically, in the field of label-free biosensing dealing 
with various types of biomaterials including viruses, opti-
cal fiber sensors have been studied steadily and attracted 
much attention as important platforms to detect bioele-
ments due to their immunity to electromagnetic interfer-
ence, electrical passivity, chemical inertness, multiplexing 
capability, and fast response [21, 22]. The optical biosens-
ing platform relies on the measurement of changes in the 
localized refractive index (RI) of the surface due to the 
binding between biorecognition elements and bioanalytes. 
Optical transducers based on this principle include long-
period fiber gratings (LPFGs) [23–25], fiber Bragg grat-
ings (FBGs) [26], surface plasmon resonance (SPR)-based 
fiber-optic probe [27], U-bent fiber [28], fluorescence-
based fiber-optic probe [29], and tapered optical fiber 
(TOF) [30, 31], which aim to improve the sensitivity of 
the bioreaction. For example, Wang et al. demonstrated an 
SPR biosensor based on graphene oxide/silver-coated pol-
ymer cladding silica fiber, whose surface was immobilized 
with anti-human immunoglobulin G (IgG), for the detec-
tion of human IgG [27]. Wen et al. reported a U-shaped 
optical fiber biosensor coated with miRNA-133a for the 
detection of microRNA, Mahlavu specimen [28]. Musta-
pha Kamil et al. demonstrated a tapered single-mode fiber 

(SMF) sensor immobilized with dengue virus E protein 
antibodies for the detection of dengue virus [30]. Chen 
et al. developed a tapered no-core fiber (NCF) coupler sen-
sor functionalized with pig IgG antibodies for the detec-
tion of S. aureus [31]. This TOF sensor head with a tapered 
diameter of 10.4 μm is highly sensitive to the surrounding 
medium RI. However, at the same time, it is considered 
that the sensor head is very difficult to handle because it 
is so vulnerable to transverse stress that can be exerted 
by slight bending or twisting and weak tensile strain. As 
such, although several studies related to the TOF sensor 
have been steadily conducted owing to the advantage of 
its high sensitivity in diverse fields measuring chemical or 
mechanical quantities including the biosensing area, there 
is still a crucial issue of the vulnerability of the tapered 
section, which deteriorates the sustainability and stability 
of the fabricated sensor.

Here we present a slightly tapered NCF (ST-NCF) 
whose either end is concatenated with SMF as an opti-
cal fiber transducer for the label-free detection of SARS-
CoV-2 spike protein. To obtain a fiber sensor head more 
robust than other TOF sensors, the NCF segment in the 
fabricated transducer was tapered at a cladding diameter 
of ~ 100  μm using a commercial standard fiber fusion 
splicer in a simple and reproducible way. Abrupt changes 
in the mode-field diameter at the interfaces between SMF 
and NCF excite multiple propagation modes, and multi-
guided modes create multi-mode interference (MMI) when 
they meet at the lead-out SMF. The surface of the sensor 
head was functionalized with human ACE2 bioreceptors, 
which can specifically bind to SARS-CoV-2 spike protein. 
This is the first study to diagnose SARS-CoV-2 spike pro-
tein utilizing the ST-NCF conjugated with human ACE2 
protein. This study has the significance that the fabricated 
ST-NCF is not only relatively robust to transverse stress but 
also sensitive enough to target viral envelope proteins after 
proper biofunctionalization. In the MMI spectrum of the 
functionalized sensor head, we selected the transmission 
minimum as a sensor indicator dip reflecting the bioaffinity 
interaction between bioreceptors and target analytes. To 
investigate the detection capability of SARS-CoV-2 spike 
protein, the wavelength shift of the sensor indicator was 
monitored for spike protein sample solutions with differ-
ent concentrations in PBS and saliva buffer. In particu-
lar, to determine whether the sensor response obtained by 
detection of SARS-CoV-2 spike protein is attributed to its 
specific interaction with ACE2 bioreceptors, we checked 
the cross-reactivity of our sensor head by measuring its 
response to MERS-CoV spike protein as well as SARS-
CoV-2 spike protein. Moreover, we proved the reproduc-
ibility of the bioassay protocol adopted here by assessing 
the performance of the sensor head reconstructed by bio-
conjugating the used ST-NCF with ACE2 again.
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Experimental

Reagents and materials

Sulfuric acid  (H2SO4), hydrogen peroxide  (H2O2), and eth-
anol were purchased from SAMCHUN chemicals (Seoul, 
Korea). (3-aminopropyl) triethoxysilane (APTES), glutaral-
dehyde (GA), and phosphate buffered saline (10 mM PBS, 
pH 7.4) were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis, MO, 
USA). Distilled water, 1-ethyl-3-(3-dimethylaminopropyl)
carbodiimide hydrochloride (EDC), and N-hydroxysulfosuc-
cinimide (Sulfo-NHS) were purchased from Thermo Fisher 
Scientific (Waltham, MA, USA). Human ACE2 protein 
(10,108-H05H) and SARS-CoV-2 spike protein (40,589-
V08B1) were purchased from Sino Biological (Beijing, 
China). MERS-CoV spike protein (MERSS126-R-10), saliva 
samples (991–05-P), and bovine serum albumin (BSA, 
A0100-010) were purchased from Alpha Diagnostic Intl 
(TX, USA), Lee Biosolutions (MO, USA), and GenDEPOT 
(Katy, TX, USA), respectively.

Fabrication of ST‑NCF sensor head and principle 
of operation

As the first step for the fabrication of the ST-NCF sensor 
head, either end of an NCF (FG125LA, Thorlabs) segment 
was fusion-spliced with SMF. The cladding diameter of the 
NCF was 125 μm, and the optimal length of the NCF was 
tailored to be 28 mm to obtain MMI spectral dips whose 
wavelengths fall within the output wavelength range of a 
broadband light source used here for biosensing. When light 
propagating in the input SMF enters the NCF, a series of 
higher-order modes are excited within the NCF region due 
to the mode-field mismatch, followed by the interference 
between the fundamental and high-order modes, which 
occurs as light travels to the output SMF [32, 33]. The NCF 
with its either end concatenated with SMF can be regarded 
as an MMI apparatus. Because the surrounding medium 
of this MMI apparatus can act as a cladding layer of the 
NCF, the guided modes within the NCF are easily affected 
by the RI change of the surrounding medium and thus a 
significant shift in the wavelength of MMI created here can 
be induced according to external perturbations in the sur-
rounding medium RI. In the waveguide model based on the 
far-from-cut-off approximation for NCF [34], which is modi-
fied from the weakly guiding approximation applied for the 
modal analysis of multi-mode fiber [35, 36], the normalized 
optical frequency is given by

(1)V =
2�

�
a

√
n2
ncf

− n2
medium

where α, λ, nncf, and nmedium are the radius of NCF, the 
free-space wavelength, the NCF RI, and the surrounding 
medium RI, respectively [37]. Thus, a change in V, which 
can be induced by the presence of mechanical deformation 
or surface RI fluctuation at the NCF region of the MMI 
apparatus, is now associated with the increased evanes-
cent-wave portion of propagation modes due to coupling 
of multiple higher-order modes, which is responsible for 
sensitivity enhancement. Assuming that the SMF and NCF 
are ideally aligned so that the input field becomes circularly 
symmetric, only  LP0m mode (i.e., the high-order modes of 
NCF) can be excited [22, 38]. The output transmittance (T) 
of the MMI apparatus (i.e., SMF-NCF-SMF structure) can 
be determined as

where M is the total number of modes of the NCF section, 
L is the length of the NCF section, c0m is the excitation coef-
ficient of the  LP0m mode, and β0m is the propagation constant 
of the  LP0m mode [38].

Furthermore, the incorporation of tapering into NCF-
based sensors increases the magnitude of the evanescent 
field and thus its penetration depth, allowing for more sen-
sitive and accurate measurement of physical or chemical 
parameters applied to the sensor surface [37]. An optical 
fiber transducer utilizing TOF is based on evanescent wave 
sensing, which is one of the transduction mechanisms for 
detecting biomolecules. As the tapering process increases 
the evanescent field and exposes it to the surrounding 
medium, the sensitivity of the TOF sensor can be improved, 
so when investigating analytes, increased modulation depths 
in the output signal can be observed with respect to the RI 
change at the surrounding medium [39]. In our sensor head 
composed of ST-NCF and SMF (concatenated with either 
end of the ST-NCF), the ST-NCF segment was fabricated 
by tapering NCF with a fiber fusion splicer. The tapering 
method based on a fusion splicer has some advantages of 
convenient control and good repeatability compared to other 
methods, such as flame heating [40, 41], chemical etching 
[42, 43], and  CO2 laser illumination [44, 45]. Optimized 
tapering conditions are described in detail in “Tapering con-
ditions of no-core fiber” of the Supplementary Information. 
Figure 1a shows a schematic diagram of the geometrical 
structure of the fabricated ST-NCF sensor head. The tapered 
waist diameter and the tapered length of the ST-NCF seg-
ment are ~ 103 and ~ 340 μm, respectively. Figs. S1a and 
S1b show a low-vacuum scanning electron microscope (LV-
SEM, JSM-6490LV, JEOL) image and an optical microscope 
image of the fabricated ST-NCF sensor head, respectively. 
The prepared ST-NCF sensor head will be biofunctionalized 
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with receptors for SARS-CoV-2 spike protein detection 
through the subsequent surface treatment process. Before 
the surface modification of the ST-NCF sensor head, the 
RI response of the sensor indicator, i.e., the transmission 
minimum near ~ 1516 nm in air, selected in the MMI spec-
trum of the ST-NCF sensor head, was scrutinized in an RI 
range of 1.333 to 1.420 at room temperature. As shown in 
Fig. 1b and c, when the concentration of sucrose in aque-
ous solution increases from 0 to 50%, that is, when the sur-
rounding medium RI of the ST-NCF sensor head increases, 
the indicator dip moves towards a longer wavelength region 
showing a total wavelength shift of ~ 10.84 nm. The inset of 
Fig. 1b is its zoomed version plotted over a wavelength range 
from 1510 to 1550 nm. The RI sensitivity of the ST-NCF 
sensor head was measured as 126 nm/RIU with an adjusted 
R2 value of 0.9923.

Surface functionalization of ST‑NCF sensor head

To introduce biosensitivity onto the fabricated ST-NCF 
sensor head, we need a pretreatment process to func-
tionalize the sensor head surface with bioreceptors, 
which can specifically bind to SARS-CoV-2 spike pro-
tein. Figure 2a shows a schematic diagram of the surface 

functionalization process of the ST-NCF sensor head. 
The functionalization process is composed of the follow-
ing steps: (1) Piranha cleaning and washing, (2) APTES 
silanization, (3) GA treatment, (4) EDC/Sulfo-NHS activa-
tion, (5) ACE2 immobilization, (6) removal of unbound 
ACE2, and (7) BSA blocking of non-specific binding sites. 
Through the above sequential functionalization procedure, 
the ST-NCF sensor head functionalized with ACE2 was 
prepared as a biosensing immunosensor for the detection 
of target analytes. Figure 2b represents the transmission 
spectrum of the ST-NCF sensor head, measured in air 
before and after the immobilization of ACE2 biorecep-
tors on its surface, displayed with black and green solid 
lines, respectively. The inset of Fig. 2b shows the magni-
fied transmission spectrum near the transmission minimum 
within a wavelength range from 1460 to 1480 nm. It was 
observed that the transmission minimum near 1468 nm of 
the bare ST-NCF sensor head shifted by ~ 1.38 nm towards 
a longer wavelength region after the completion of the 
functionalization process owing to the effect of the surface 
treatment. Although the degree of the wavelength shift was 
different, this wavelength shift of the transmission dip was 
also observed after individual functionalization processes, 
including the APTES silanization, the GA treatment, the 

Fig. 1  a Schematic diagram of fiber structure of fabricated ST-NCF 
sensor head. b Spectral variations of indicator dip of fabricated (bare) 
ST-NCF sensor head, measured for external RI changes of 1.333 to 
1.420 at room temperature. The inset shows the zoomed spectra plot-

ted over a wavelength range from 1510 to 1550  nm. c RI-induced 
wavelength shifts of sensor indicator. A solid line represents the lin-
ear fit of measured data (i.e., indicator wavelength)
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EDC/Sulfo-NHS activation, and the ACE2 immobilization 
processes.

Measurement setup for detection of target analytes

Figure 3 shows the experimental setup for the detection of 
SARS-CoV-2 spike protein using the ACE2-immobilized 
ST-NCF sensor head. A broadband light source (Fiberlabs 
FL7701) and an optical spectrum analyzer (Yokogawa 
AQ6370C) were utilized for the measurement of the pertur-
bation-induced variations in the transmission spectrum of 

the biofunctionalized sensor head. Because the broadband 
output of the light source is conveyed to the optical spectrum 
analyzer via the optical fiber waveguide of the sensor head, 
we can monitor the spectral variations, especially wave-
length shifts, of the indicator dip in the transmission spec-
trum, induced by bioreaction occurring at the surface of the 
sensor head. The spectrum analyzer was remote-controlled, 
and its spectral data were acquired in real-time by a lap-
top using LabVIEW. As a final step to quantitatively assess 
the binding reaction between bioreceptors and analytes, we 
located the ACE2-conjugated ST-NCF sensor head in the 

Fig. 2  a Schematic diagram of surface functionalization process of 
fabricated ST-NCF sensor head for detection of SARS-CoV-2 spike 
protein: APTES silanization, GA treatment (followed by EDC/Sulfo-
NHS activation), immobilization of ACE2 bioreceptors, BSA block-
ing, and bioreaction with SARS-CoV-2 spike protein (in sequence). 

b Transmission spectrum of ST-NCF sensor head measured in air 
before and after immobilization of ACE2 bioreceptors on its surface, 
displayed with black and green solid lines, respectively. The inset 
shows the magnified transmission spectrum near the transmission 
minimum within a wavelength range from 1460 to 1480 nm

Fig. 3  Schematic diagram of 
experimental setup for detection 
of SARS-CoV-2 spike protein 
using ACE2-immobilized ST-
NCF sensor head
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glass container and attached its either end to fixed stages so 
that it remained straight during the spectral measurement. 
We prepared the solution samples of SARS-CoV-2 spike 
protein with different concentrations of 1,  101,  102,  103, and 
 104 ng/mL in turn, by sequentially diluting the stock solution 
using PBS (10 mM, pH 7.4). Then, we applied the solu-
tion samples to the ST-NCF sensor head immobilized with 
ACE2 of 250 μg/mL in concentration. Because the mini-
mum volume to completely cover the sensor head surface 
was 100 μL, a SARS-CoV-2 spike protein solution of 100 
μL was used for every sample concentration. In the case 
of the detection of SARS-CoV-2 spike protein in human 
saliva, saliva used as a measurement buffer was diluted by 
1/103 with PBS. Two ST-NCF sensor heads manufactured 
under the same conditions, including tapering conditions 
(specifically, fusion splicer conditions) and surface function-
alization conditions, were adopted respectively for PBS and 
saliva experiments. The application of all solution samples 
was carried out only by pipetting without moving the ST-
NCF sensor head until the entire surface of the sensor head 
was covered with the solution samples. All detection-related 
procedures described in the next section were performed at 
room temperature (26 °C).

Results and discussions

Detection of SARS‑CoV‑2 spike protein in PBS 
solution

The solution samples of SARS-CoV-2 spike protein were 
prepared from a high concentration  (104 ng/mL) to a low 
concentration (1 ng/mL) by dilution with PBS. On the con-
trary, the prepared samples of SARS-CoV-2 spike protein 
were detected from a low concentration (1 ng/mL) to a high 
concentration  (104 ng/mL) in case of measurement using our 
ACE2-functionalized ST-NCF sensor head. For every sam-
ple concentration, we injected the sample of SARS-CoV-2 
spike protein into the glass container, within which the sen-
sor head was located, so that the entire tapered section of the 
sensor head surface was covered with the sample and then 
monitored the spectral variation of the indicator dip (i.e., 
the transmission minimum). After every real-time measure-
ment of the indicator wavelength for ~ 5 min at a specific 
sample concentration of SARS-CoV-2 spike protein, we 
vacated the container by taking the solution samples away 
and rinsed the sensor surface with PBS to remove unbound 
SARS-CoV-2 spike protein for the following measurement 
of SARS-CoV-2 spike protein with different concentrations. 
Before we moved on to the next measurement for the dif-
ferent sample concentration, we reinjected fresh PBS into 
the container and recorded the post-bioreaction transmission 
spectrum of the sensor head that had undergone the binding 

reaction between ACE2 and SARS-CoV-2 spike protein. We 
iterated this two-step measurement procedure while chang-
ing (i.e., increasing) the sample concentration. The post-
bioreaction transmission spectrum is slightly different from 
the transmission spectrum measured when the sensor head 
is immersed in the sample solution before the PBS washing, 
which is attributed to the RI difference between the sample 
solution and PBS solution.

Figure 4a shows the real-time transient wavelength vari-
ations of the indicator dip when the sample concentration of 
SARS-CoV-2 spike protein increases from 1 to  104 ng/mL 
including the case without application of the solution sam-
ple, indicated by 0 ng/mL. Since the optical spectrum ana-
lyzer used here takes 7 ~ 8 s to scan the transmission spec-
trum of the sensor head once, the acquisition interval of the 
wavelength data in monitoring the indicator wavelength was 
set to 16 s, about twice the scanning time of the optical spec-
trum analyzer. It is observed from the figure that the indica-
tor wavelength gradually increases with the sample concen-
tration without significant fluctuations in the wavelength at a 
fixed sample concentration (in a time scale less than 320 s). 
From this step-wise transient response, it is confirmed that a 
noticeable change in the indicator wavelength occurs within 
seconds after every injection of the solution samples of dif-
ferent concentrations. Moreover, subsequent deviations from 
the saturated wavelength after the sample injection are not 
apparent for most sample concentrations, which indicates 
that our ACE2-functionalized ST-NCF sensor head has rapid 
and stable responses to SARS-CoV-2 spike protein. In the 
case of the highest sample concentration  (104 ng/mL), the 
indicator wavelength slightly increases over time unlike the 
cases of the other sample concentrations, but this transient 
variation is also stabilized after 150 s. As a result, the sin-
gle detection time of the proposed sensor can be estimated 
within 3 min considering the longest stabilization time and 
including some temporal margins. Figure 4b shows pertur-
bation-induced variations in the transmission spectrum of 
our sensor head, measured after the real-time observation 
for every sample concentration with PBS solution used as a 
measurement buffer. The inset of Fig. 4b shows the magni-
fied transmission spectrum displayed in a wavelength range 
from 1474 to 1482 nm. As seen in the figure, the indica-
tor dip redshifts from 1475.88 to 1478.26 nm with increas-
ing concentration of SARS-CoV-2 spike protein. With the 
increase of the sample concentration, the transmittance of 
the indicator dip also changes from − 37.9 to − 45.85 dB, 
but its decreasing behavior is not monotonous. In our sen-
sor head, the wavelength shift, rather than the transmit-
tance variation, showed a more consistent and monotonous 
dependence on the sample concentration. This can also be 
supported in the following measurement results (i.e., Fig. 5a 
and b) obtained using the saliva solution. Thus, we focused 
on the analysis of perturbation-induced variations of the 
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indicator wavelength, instead of the transmission level of 
the indicator dip.

Figure 4c shows the wavelength displacement Δλ of the 
indicator dip for each applied sample concentration when 
the detection of SARS-CoV-2 spike protein is carried out 
using the functionalized ST-NCF sensor head and the bare 
ST-NCF sensor head, indicated by navy circles and black 
triangles, respectively. In the evaluation of the wavelength 
displacement for both sensor heads, the reference wave-
length was set as the average of five indicator wavelength 
values, consecutively measured in PBS without application 
of the sample solution (i.e., 0 ng/mL), indicated by a black 
solid line in Fig. 4b. Likewise, each measured point corre-
sponding to one symbol is the average (i.e., Δλavg) of the five 
values of Δλ, obtained by five sequentially repeated spec-
tral measurements, and the error bar of each point indicates 
the standard deviation of the five measured values. These 
measured points of Δλ were fitted using nonlinear regression 
based on Hill fitting with an adjusted R2 value of ~ 0.9995 
in the case of the functionalized sensor head. The control 
experiment performed using the bare ST-NCF sensor head 

did not exhibit any remarkable changes for various sample 
concentrations, indicated by black triangles in Fig. 4c. Even 
at the highest sample concentration (i.e.,  104 ng/mL), Δλavg 
was 0.005 nm, and the standard deviation of the measured 
Δλ values was ± 0.014 nm. This validates that SARS-CoV-2 
spike protein does not specifically bind to the untreated ST-
NCF sensor head. In contrast, when detecting the solution 
samples with concentrations of 1,  101,  102,  103, and  104 ng/
mL using the functionalized ST-NCF sensor head, Δλavg 
values (including standard deviations) were evaluated as 
0.072 ± 0.028, 0.176 ± 0.033, 1.66 ± 0.043, 2.23 ± 0.046, and 
2.28 ± 0.039 nm, respectively. The LOD of the sensor head 
was estimated to be 8.49 ng/mL (blank + 3SD) for the detec-
tion of SARS-CoV-2 spike protein. It is noted that the wave-
length shift of the indicator dip depends on the localized RI 
modulations of the surrounding medium, primarily caused 
by selective bioaffinity between ACE2 and SARS-CoV-2 
spike protein. These results reveal that the bioconjugated 
ST-NCF sensor head has a sufficient capability to detect the 
selective binding of biological elements as an immunosen-
sor. Table 1 presents the biosensing features of our platform 

Fig. 4  a Real-time transient wavelength variations of indicator dip for 
sample concentration of SARS-CoV-2 spike protein increasing from 
0 to  104  ng/mL. b Perturbation-induced variations in transmission 
spectrum of our sensor head, measured after real-time observation 
for every sample concentration with PBS solution used as measure-
ment buffer. The inset shows the magnified transmission spectrum 
displayed in a wavelength range from 1474 to 1482 nm. c Indicator 
wavelength displacement (Δλ) of ACE2-functionalized ST-NCF sen-

sor head and bare ST-NCF sensor head for each applied sample con-
centration, indicated by navy circles and black triangles, respectively. 
Navy and black solid lines represent the nonlinear regression results 
of measured Δλ data. For both sensor heads, the reference wavelength 
was set as the average of five indicator wavelength values, consecu-
tively measured in PBS without application of the sample solution 
(i.e., 0 ng/mL), indicated by a black solid line in (b)
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and other previous works (i.e., different biosensors), includ-
ing the bioreceptor, target, and LOD.

Detection of SARS‑CoV‑2 spike protein in saliva 
solution

After confirming the capability of the ACE2-immobilized 
ST-NCF sensor head to detect SARS-CoV-2 spike protein 
in PBS solution, we explored the effect of saliva existence 
in the course of the detection process addressed above. 

Saliva includes various organic components such as pro-
teins, amino acids, or lipids, which can impair sensor per-
formance including sensitivity deterioration. In this inves-
tigation, the discrimination capability of the sensor head 
for different concentrations of SARS-CoV-2 spike protein 
is assessed when the application of the saliva solution 
changes the measurement environment containing the target 
analytes. For this test, another biofunctionalized ST-NCF 
sensor head was fabricated under the same tapering condi-
tion as the previous sensor head used in the experiment of 

Fig. 5  a Bioaffinity binding-induced changes in transmission spec-
trum of ACE2-immobilized ST-NCF sensor head, measured in saliva 
solution after pre-reaction with SARS-CoV-2 spike protein for every 
sample concentration. The inset shows the zoomed transmission 
spectrum observed over a wavelength range from 1510 to 1518 nm. 
b Indicator wavelength displacement (Δλ) for each applied sample 
concentration, which was evaluated from measured spectra shown in 
(a). The reference wavelength was also determined in the same way 
as used in the case of Fig. 4c. c Cross-reactivity investigation: Indi-
cator wavelength shifts (Δλ’s) induced by reaction between MERS-
CoV spike protein and ACE2, which were measured using PBS (blue 
squares) and saliva (red squares) solution as measurement buffer, 

respectively. For comparison, Δλ’s caused by the SARS-CoV-2 spike 
protein binding, measured using PBS and saliva solution, were also 
displayed with blue and red circles, respectively. d Reusability and 
reproducibility evaluation: Indicator wavelength displacement accord-
ing to sample concentration, which is obtained by combining three 
individual Δλ measurement results given by M-1, M-2, and M-3 in 
Fig. S3. All three measurements were done with one ST-NCF sensor 
head, and the whole surface treatment process of the washed sensor 
head was iterated for every measurement, as shown in the inset. All 
solid and dashed lines in (b), (c), and (d) are the nonlinear regression 
results of measured Δλ data
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Fig. 4a was prepared. To begin with, before the sample (i.e., 
SARS-CoV-2 spike protein) injection into the container, we 
measured the transmission spectrum of the fabricated sen-
sor head immersed in saliva solution. Next, the sensor head 
located in the container was exposed to a solution sample of 
1 ng/mL in concentration for ~ 300 s and then washed with 
saliva. After the washing, the spectral measurement was car-
ried out with the container filled with fresh saliva solution. 
This measurement sequence was repeated four times for the 
remaining sample concentrations (i.e.,  101,  102,  103, and 
 104 ng/mL). In the mixed measurement environment, sur-
plus unbound ACE2 receptors can be perturbed by numer-
ous organic substances of saliva, affecting the surrounding 
medium RI of the ST-NCF sensor head. Figure 5a illustrates 
the bioaffinity binding-induced changes in the transmission 
spectrum of the sensor head, measured in saliva solution 
after the reaction with SARS-CoV-2 spike protein for every 
sample concentration (from 1 to  104 ng/mL). The inset of 
Fig. 5a shows the zoomed transmission spectrum observed 
over a wavelength range from 1510 to 1518 nm. Likewise, 
the transmission minimum was selected as the indicator dip. 
As in the case of the detection of SARS-CoV-2 spike protein 
in PBS solution, we could find that the indicator dip moved 
towards a longer wavelength region showing redshifts from 
1513.96 to 1514.98 nm with increasing concentration of 
SARS-CoV-2 spike protein. Figure 5b shows the wave-
length displacement Δλ of the indicator dip for each applied 
sample concentration, which was evaluated from the meas-
ured transmission spectra shown in Fig. 5a. The reference 

wavelength was also determined in the same way as used in 
the case of Fig. 4c. The measured points of Δλ were fitted 
by Hill-fitting-based regression again, and an adjusted R2 
value of the fitted result was ~ 0.9882. In comparison with 
the Δλ data and the regression result shown in Fig. 4c, the 
fitted result of the measured data in Fig. 5b exhibited similar 
nonlinear behavior, although their signal contrast (i.e., the 
Δλ difference between concentrations) decreased. For the 
sample concentrations of 1,  101,  102,  103, and  104 ng/mL, 
Δλavg values (including standard deviations) were measured 
as 0.02 ± 0.017, 0.285 ± 0.032, 0.705 ± 0.037, 0.75 ± 0.033, 
and 0.84 ± 0.017 nm, respectively. The distinct wavelength 
shifts depending on the sample concentration corroborate 
that, even in the case of the existence of saliva, our ACE2-
conjugated ST-NCF sensor head can still discern local RI 
changes caused by the bioaffinity binding between ACE2 
and SARS-CoV-2 spike protein without severe corruption of 
the detection signal Δλ. In particular, the similarity between 
the regression results obtained in saliva and PBS solution 
also ensures the discrimination capability of our sensor head 
perturbed by saliva solution.

Selectivity and reproducibility

Owing to host specificity and viral infectivity, SARS-CoV-2 
spike protein binds to ACE2 conjugated on the surface of 
the ST-NCF sensor head with bioaffinity. To investigate 
the cross-reactivity of our ACE2-conjugated ST-NCF sen-
sor head, we compared its sensitivity to SARS-CoV-2 and 

Table 1  Comparison of LODs for various biosensing-platforms

SC-2, SARS-CoV-2; SV, streptavidin; IgM, immunoglobulin M; VP, viral particles; GO, graphene oxide; GQDs, graphene quantum dots; DENV, 
dengue virus; ASOs, antisense oligonucleotides; RBD, receptor-binding domain

Type of sensor Bioreceptor Analyte LOD Ref

Colorimetric assay ASOs specific for N-gene of SC-2 SC-2 viral RNA 0.18 ng/μL [13]
Lateral flow assay Anti-human IgG and IgM antibody SC-2 antigens  − [14]
LSPR (gold nanoislands)  − SC-2 viral nucleic acid 0.22 pM [15]
Field-effect transistor SC-2 spike antibody SC-2 spike protein 1.6 ×  101 pfu/mL [16]
Chemiluminescence imaging system A pair of DNA-antibody conjugates SC-2 proteins 6.46 fg/mL [17, 18]
Polymers  − SC-2 nucleoprotein 15 fM [19]
Paper-based electrochemical device SC-2 RBD (SC-2 IgM) SC-2 antibodies (SC-2 antigens) 1 ng/mL [20]
LPFG on SMF Anti-human IgM antibody SV, IgM 15 pg/mm2 [23]
LPFG on SMF Anti-VP1 antibody Norovirus  − [24]
LPFG on SMF SC-2 spike antibody SC-2 spike protein  − [25]
FBG + SPR (gold film) Aptamer Nopamine 1.66 ×  10−13 M [26]
SPR (GO/silver) Anti-human IgG Human IgG 0.04 μg/mL [27]
U-shaped sensor miRNA-133a MicroRNA 0.013 ng/mL [28]
Fluorescent sensor GQDs Glucose 2.1 μM [29]
Tapered SMF DENV protein antibody DENV 5.02 nm/nM [30]
Tapered NCF IgG antibody S. aureus 3.1 CFU/mL [31]
Tapered NCF ACE2 SC-2 spike protein 8.49 ng/mL This work
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MERS-CoV spike protein. For this comparison, we prepared 
the solution samples of MERS-CoV spike protein with con-
centrations of 1,  101,  102,  103, and  104 ng/mL and applied 
them to the sensor head. Before measurement of the trans-
mission spectrum of the sensor head, the solution samples 
were injected into the container having the sensor head, and 
then the sensor head was washed with buffer solution (here, 
PBS or saliva solution) and was subsequently immersed in 
fresh buffer solution, as in the case of the detection pro-
cess of SARS-CoV-2 spike protein. Blue and red squares in 
Fig. 5c show the indicator wavelength shifts (Δλ’s) induced 
by the reaction between two bioelements (i.e., MERS-CoV 
spike protein and ACE2), which were measured using PBS 
and saliva solution as measurement buffer, respectively. 
For a clear comparison, Δλ’s caused by the SARS-CoV-2 
spike protein binding, measured using PBS (Fig. 4c) and 
saliva (Fig. 5b) solution, were also displayed with blue and 
red circles in Fig. 5c, respectively. All solid and dashed 
lines are the nonlinear regression results of measured Δλ 
data. For the sample concentrations of 1,  101,  102,  103, 
and  104 ng/mL, Δλavg values including standard deviations 
were evaluated as 0.005 ± 0.03, 0.1 ± 0.009, 0.12 ± 0.033, 
0.18 ± 0.036, and 0.17 ± 0.078 nm with PBS solution, and 
0.04 ± 0.01, 0.07 ± 0.024, 0.115 ± 0.030, 0.155 ± 0.017, and 
0.2 ± 0.01 nm with saliva solution, respectively. In compari-
son with the detection result of SARS-CoV-2 spike protein, 
indicated by circular symbols, these measured Δλ values 
are not significant for sample concentrations higher than 
10 ng/mL, which directly indicates the selectivity of our 
sensor head to SARS-CoV-2 spike protein. This can also be 
supported by the real-time transient monitoring of the indi-
cator wavelength done before the post-bioreaction spectral 
measurement (performed after the binding reaction between 
ACE2 and MERS-CoV spike protein) like Fig. 5a. Fig. S2 
represents the real-time wavelength variations of the indica-
tor dip, measured when the sample concentration increases 
from 0 to  104 ng/mL. It can be observed from the figure that 
the indicator wavelength does not show a strong dependence 
on the sample concentration although it slightly increases 
with the sample concentration. The clear difference between 
Fig. S2 and Fig. 4a also suggests that our ACE2-conjugated 
ST-NCF sensor head has good specificity to distinguish the 
two biomolecules (i.e., SARS-CoV-2 and MERS-CoV spike 
protein).

Furthermore, to evaluate the reusability of the ST-NCF 
sensor head, which reflects its durability, and the reproduc-
ibility of the bioassay protocol, we repeated the experiment 
(specifically, the post-bioreaction spectral measurement) 
whose results were suggested in Fig. 5b employing the 
ST-NCF sensor head utilized in the previous experiment 
again. For this evaluation, the surface of the sensor head 
was functionalized with ACE2 again through the surface 
treatment process addressed in Sect. 2.3 starting from the 

piranha cleaning. Figure 5d shows the wavelength displace-
ment Δλ of the indicator dip according to the sample con-
centration, which is obtained by combining three individual 
Δλ measurement results. These three experimental results 
presented in Fig. S3 and denoted by M-1, M-2, and M-3 
were procured by using the same ST-NCF sensor head (i.e., 
one sensor head) and iterating the surface treatment process 
for every measurement, as shown in the inset of Fig. 5d. At 
a fixed sample concentration, each Δλ value in Fig. 5d was 
calculated by averaging three Δλ values at the corresponding 
sample concentration in the three plots of Fig. S3, and its 
error bar was determined by the standard deviation of these 
three Δλ values. At the highest sample concentration (i.e., 
 104 ng/mL), Δλ and its standard deviation were evaluated 
as about 0.97 and ± 0.18 nm, respectively. From the meas-
urement results on Δλ, we can find that the Δλ behavior of 
Fig. 5d is very similar to that of Fig. 5b, which proves the 
reusability of our sensor head and the reproducibility of the 
bioassay protocol adopted here. In particular, this evalua-
tion result of the reconstructed sensor head establishes its 
repeatability and reliability in immunosensing. Moreover, 
the reusability provides a preliminary basis for the develop-
ment of a cost-effective biosensing platform.

Strengths and weaknesses

Optical fiber biosensors based on well-established fiber optic 
technology can provide an accurate biosensing solution that 
is tailorable to almost any clinical need and has relatively 
cheap and abundant material requirements [46]. Optica fiber 
as a component of the optical fiber sensors makes it espe-
cially effective in biological systems that may require ultra-
sensitive detection of biological signals in hard-to-reach 
areas. These hard-to-reach areas include tissue or organs 
within the body where catheters or endoscopic tools can 
reach, places where there is a high risk of pathogenic or viral 
infection, and strong electromagnetic fields or high-energy 
radiation environments. Optical fiber biosensors are small 
enough to reach the hard-to-reach areas of the body and 
can also be adjusted from the general structure and adapted 
to more sensitive sensing in the body. In particular, they 
enable safe remote measurement thanks to electrical pas-
sivity, which does not require auxiliary power supplies for 
the sensor head, and low-loss/ultra-high-speed optical trans-
mission characteristics, thereby fundamentally eliminating 
the risk of infection of measurers (e.g., medical or research 
personnel) in an environment susceptible to pathogenic or 
viral infection. On the other hand, compared to electronic 
biosensors, optical fiber biosensors have merits in electrical 
and fire safety owing to the use of glass waveguides and can 
operate without degradation of the sensor performance even 
in environments exposed to strong electromagnetic interfer-
ence or noise. Moreover, they can guide light of different 
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wavelengths simultaneously, giving them the ability to 
monitor and deliver information on more than one function 
at a time. For example, multiple detections of SARS-CoV-2 
spike protein samples can be done through wavelength-divi-
sion multiplexing using one optical fiber biosensor system. 
Furthermore, through some elaborate modifications of the 
sensor head structure and the sensor demodulation scheme, 
SARS-CoV-2 spike protein detection and ambient tempera-
ture monitoring can even be simultaneously carried out. In 
particular, our ST-NCF sensor head is not only relatively 
robust to lateral stress (compared with conventional TOF-
based sensors) but also sensitive enough to target viral enve-
lope proteins, let alone having all the advantages described 
above. In terms of the demerit of the proposed sensor, the 
optical spectrum analyzer used here for the spectral anal-
ysis is relatively costly in comparison with measurement 
instruments for electrical signals. However, this spectrum-
analyzing instrument can be replaced with a much cheaper 
instrument like spectrometers or wavelength interrogators 
[47] and is expected to become cheaper continuously with 
the development of its constituent optical components. The 
other downside is that the sensitivity is not as high as that of 
an SPR optical fiber biosensor although it is comparable to 
that of conventional TOF-based sensors.

Conclusion

An ACE2-functionalized ST-NCF sensor head was employed 
for the label-free detection of SARS-CoV-2 spike protein for 
the first time. Slight tapering applied to NCF for sensitivity 
enhancement offers relative robustness to transverse stress, 
and the use of a standard fiber fusion splicer for the NCF 
tapering provides a simple and reproducible way of fabricat-
ing ST-NCF segments utilized as bare fiber sensor heads. 
Bare sensor heads were functionalized with human ACE2 
bioreceptors through silanization and cross-linking pro-
cesses. With the ACE2-conjugated ST-NCF sensor head, we 
investigated its capability of detecting SARS-CoV-2 spike 
protein samples in measurement buffers of PBS and saliva 
solutions by observing perturbation-induced wavelength 
shifts in the indicator dip. Through the real-time transient 
monitoring of the indicator dip, we could check the trend 
of the ongoing binding reaction between ACE2 and SARS-
CoV-2 spike protein and confirmed that we could make 
rapid detection for all sample concentrations within 30 to 
60 s. In particular, the cross-reactivity measurement results 
using MERS-CoV spike protein corroborate the selectivity 
of the sensor head to SARS-CoV-2 spike protein. Finally, we 
verified the reproducibility of the bioassay protocol adopted 
here by iterating the previous measurement processes done 
with saliva solution using the reconstructed ST-NCF sensor 
head. In addition, the cost of one sensor head unit (i.e., an 

ACE2-functionalized ST-NCF sensor head) was estimated 
as less than $20.9 by considering the costs of all materials 
utilized for its fabrication. The rapid detection capability, 
target specificity, reusability, and repeatability of our ST-
NCF sensor head offer sufficient potential for a low-cost and 
portable optical fiber biosensor for early detection of SARS-
CoV-2 spike protein. Furthermore, our fiber-optic diagnostic 
platform (i.e., ST-NCF transducer) based on biometric ele-
ments can expand its range of target analytes by employing 
appropriate receptors with target specificity.
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